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Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Might and Delight
Release Date: 12 May, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2

Processor: 2.6 GHz single core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0 compatibility

Storage: 600 MB available space

English,French
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This game is really fun to play :D

I love its tuny style and the simplicity!! The more you progress the harder it gets. Theres so many mechanics well thought
through and so many puzzles I didnt think of at first. And its really fun to progress. I thought it was gonna repeat the same
patterns, but its very diverse throughout the game!!

It sucks that there is no exit option other than alt+f4 and no pause menu, but its in alpha after all, so cant complain.

Definitly recommend this game, its really fun to play !!!!

Pros:
- simplicity
- always new patterns and very diverse
- music\/tune
- many levels
- fun to play

Cons:
- no pause menu
- no exit option other than alt+f4. Great for the fursuiters in you.. Fans of hidden-object games, beware! This is not such a
game, even though it may seem like one (and there are indeed two simple hidden-object scenes). It is not even a casual game.
Instead, it's a hard-as-nails, and often frustrating point-and-click adventure.

The game has its good moments, but unfortunately is more frustrating than fun, and hard to recommend.

The good things: cool and quirky art style, and several excellent puzzles.

These are offset with some extremely annoying puzzles (such as moving your mouse through a maze in the dark), a thin story,
and truly awful English text. There are also various places where you need to click on exactly the right pixel: I in my mind
figured out how to solve something, but because I didn't click the right place, thought I got it wrong. A frustrating waste of time
until I thought to try again.

Finally, the achievements require you to look carefully at a walkthrough. I thought I was doing it right, but still missed a
collectible, and after you pass a certain point you cannot go back without restarting the game.. I awaited this game for PC for a
long time, and while it's graphics aren't the best, nor is the gameplay epic, this is still a fun game to play. Everyone
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing that this sucks or its poor quality doesn't know the value of a dollar as it must be handed
to them to shut them up from mom and dad. Only thing I don't like is there is no jump buttonm but for 10.00 I would
recommend this game to anyone. Hopefully the next title will have multiplayer as well as a jump key.. Great game if you're a
fan of bullet hell games this is for you and it's super cheap. Why am I playing this..... Another game that starts out well as a
relaxing puzzle solver and then wham it turns into an idiotic platformer! So glad I got it on sale. It does have some nice
ambiance. Should have read the reviews more closely. YMMV so good luck..... This is the dumbest game I've ever played and
it's covered in a thick coat of charm. I love it to bits.. Has potential, but seem to have an issue with the hands, they are at a 90
degree angle to the controllers and left\/right is mixed up, swapping controllers over doesnt help because then the gloves are
completely wrong and it breaks any immersion you had. Some options would help.. a predictable and boring game.
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Why did I buy this?. I just played this game for a bad joke. I've been working in a logistics company for almost 10 years. Kind
of funny to me to work the whole day with shipments, containers, etc, then get home and play a game where I move shipments,
containers, etc. However, this is a bad game. http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=955222854 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1409735165. I hope the developers keeps working on this game
because he have potential, but, on the current state and price no, not yet...
. Before buying this pack, I highly suggest you look at what the current Battle Pass offers, and ask yourself "Is it worth investing
money into the EXP when I can grind it?"
This is because the majority of the value of this pack is mostly for the EXP, the other items are mostly sweeteners to convince
you to get the pack.

As of this review's release, Battle Pass 3 is out which is the EDM one with all the music skins, starting from Level 0, this pack
will give you enough exp to reach around level 20, giving access to a Seris skin and some other content including sprays, gold, a
Seris and Dredge emote, chests, the light show global emote and other small bits.

The Obsidian Horse while looks pretty cool, has very few skins to match it, in fact as of writing this I can only think of two
skins that fits with it, and that's Fernando's Knightmare Skin.
https:\/\/web2.hirez.com\/paladins\/wp-content\/uploads\/2018\/09\/image52.png
And the other being Ying's Deathspeaker.
https:\/\/web2.hirez.com\/paladins\/wp-content\/uploads\/2018\/09\/image47.png

Both of these skins are exclusive however, meaning chests and daily bundles are the only way to get them, if you own these
skins, this horse fits them like a glove, if however you can't get access to them. and if you don't mind your skins clashing with
your horse and being an eyesore, it's an alright mount, but for me, I'll stick with the Prowlers and Crimson Serpent.

As for the 200 Crystals, it's worth \u00a33.99 or $4.99 for Muricans, you can grab a few cheap recolours, a voicepack, chest, or
invest the crystals into reaching higher levels with your battle pass, I suggest grabbing a chest (make sure you look inside what's
in it before opening) or saving the crystals for a future skin or chest that might intrest you.

Overall it's an alright pack, nowhere as good as the past packs before like the now gone VIP Pack and gone Frontline Pack,
again like I said, ask yourself "Is it worth investing money into the EXP when I can grind it?" before buying, if yes go ahead and
get it, if no, skip it, you're not missing much when passing it.
. Looks pretty, but it's a trash if you compare it with Civ 3 or Civ 4. Devs just don't know anymore anything about UX and
proper controls for this game on PC (starting from Civ 5). The last one with good UX and controls was Civ 4. I don't know who
decided to move "skip turn" from space to "enter", but this man doesn't use keyboard in games clearly. You can't now just enter
City fast enough, all UI seems so uncomfortable.

Funny thing about Civ 6 controls:
- You can set up your own key bindings, but you can't reset it to default
- You can't bind anything to "Enter" hotkey, though it is bound by default. So if you ever rebind "skip turn" to another key, you
will never be able to set it to "enter again', because you can't bind to "Enter" and you can't reset to Default settings. What should
I do, delete Div? Well, that's what I did \u2013 also refunded ofc.. I first found this game via the demo on gamejolt. when I
played it I saw so much hope for it!
and then my buddy Bio got me the game as a late/early birthday gift and let me tell you it does not disapoint. you just got to stay
calm and let the level design help guide you. just try to keep out of cycles where you keep dieing the same way and restarting
over and over again.

I think this is a really solid game and I think you should check it out.
its worth the money (even tho I did not pay for it XD)

(pointing out spelling errors are very helpful if you see one in this review). Definitely dated.
There is certainly some depth but the UI requires way too many clicks and feels reminiscent of 20th century games.
Space combat is not very good.
Checking your empire overall situation is cumbersome.
There are many better options thatn this space 4X.
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